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Abstract

Even though the improper use of social media
is increasing nowadays, there is also technol-
ogy that brings solutions. Here, improperness
is posting hate and offensive speech that might
harm an individual or group. Hate speech refers
to an insult toward an individual or group based
on their identities. Spreading it on social media
platforms is a serious problem for society. The
solution, on the other hand, is the availability
of natural language processing(NLP) technol-
ogy that is capable to detect and handle such
problems. This paper presents the detection
of social media’s hate and offensive speech in
the code-mixed Telugu language. For this, the
task and golden standard dataset were provided
for us by the shared task organizer (Dravidi-
anLangTech@EACL 2024)1. To this end, we
have employed the TF-IDF technique for nu-
meric feature extraction and used a random
forest algorithm for modeling hate speech de-
tection. Finally, the developed model was eval-
uated on the test dataset and achieved 0.492
macro-F1.

1 Introduction

The growth of communication technology over the
past few decades has resulted in a ballooning user
active participation on social media. Social media
is highly utilized for a wide range of activities, in-
cluding news, business, advertising, etc. However,
it simultaneously raises hate and offensive speech
(Saleh et al., 2023). One of the reasons for this
prevalence is users post improper information on
social media. Hate speech on the social media plat-
form can be in the form of text, images, or videos.
The text mode, particularly is the most prevalent
type of harmful content on social media (Bade and
Seid, 2018). Hate speech refers to an insult that
is aimed toward an individual or group based on

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/
competitions/16095

identities including race, gender, minorities, politi-
cal parties, religion, nationality, and public figures
(Yigezu et al., 2023d). Today, several federal and
international organizations pledged to combat hate
speech online (Yasaswini et al., 2021; Ghanghor
et al., 2021). However, many communities use mul-
tiple languages and mix their opinion in text mode,
so the identification becomes complicated manu-
ally. Telugu, one of the Dravidian languages expe-
riences code-mixed practice and is subjected to this
complication. Code mixing is the mingling of two
or more languages, and it can be difficult to iden-
tify toxicity in the multilingual statements (Priyad-
harshini et al., 2023; Yigezu et al., 2023c). In this
regard, a shared task(DravidianLangTech@EACL
2024) opened a door to participate in the detection
of Telugu social media hate and offensive speech
by providing golden standard datasets. This shared
task offered an opportunity for researchers to come
up with solutions leveraging existing technology
to identify hate speech and objectionable pieces of
information. This study aims to determine whether
a given comment in code-mixed Telugu language
contains hate and offensive content and anticipated
that the study will improve the detecting efficiency
and handle all aspects of language.

2 Related Works

Hate speech spreading on the internet is a seri-
ous problem for society, and platforms need to
identify objectionable information (Okechukwu
et al., 2023). Numerous studies have been con-
ducted to identify hate speech using different ap-
proaches with different levels of performance mea-
sures (Okechukwu et al., 2023). Hate speech recog-
nition work has been modeled in research as a text
classification issue and determines a message’s
classes from its text as hate speech or non-hate
(Madhu et al., 2023). The study (Al-Dabet et al.,
2023) presents a transformer-based method to deal
with the problem of offensive speech detection.
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This model was validated using a combination of
four benchmark Twitter Arabic datasets annotated
for hate speech detection tasks including the work-
shop (OSACT5 2022) shared task dataset. The
demonstrated model was able to recognize offen-
sive speech in Arabic tweets with 87.15% accuracy
and 83.6 % F1 score. Similarly, in the work con-
ducted (Okechukwu et al., 2023), hate speech was
detected using the Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) with a majority vot-
ing ensemble learning classification Model. The
model’s accuracy was 95%, and its F-Measure was
95%. It made use of a Kaggle.com dataset that was
accessible to the public.

In the study (Abbes et al., 2023), a deep learning
method for identifying harmful and hostile content
on Arabic social media platforms like Facebook
was proposed. The researchers collected 2,000
Facebook comments in the Tunisian dialect and
created two models: a Bi-LSTM based on an atten-
tion mechanism combining the BERT for Facebook
comment classification toward hate speech detec-
tion. After evaluating the suggested model, an accu-
racy of 98.89% was attained. The researchers used
a transformer-based model in (Bilal et al., 2023)
to categorize hate speech in Roman Urdu. Fur-
thermore, the first Roman Urdu pre-trained BERT
model, known as BERT-RU, was created in this
work. This research utilized the BERT’s capa-
bilities starting from scratch and trained on the
biggest Roman Urdu dataset, which consists of
173,714 text messages. With scores of 96.70%,
97.25%, 96.74%, and 97.89% in accuracy, preci-
sion, recall, and F-measure, respectively, the cre-
ated transformer-based model has met the perfor-
mance metrics.

3 System Description

In this section, we offer thorough information re-
garding the dataset and the details of experimental
tools . Moreover, it dives into the format of datasets,
preprocessing, and the experimental details.

3.1 Datasets

In the real world, the problems are always existing
until the solutions are investigated. To investigate
solutions for computational linguistic challenges,
the availability of data is crucial (Bade, 2021; Bade
and Afaro, 2018). The dataset for this particular
task was provided on Codalab by the Shared_task
(DravidianLangTech@EACL 2024) organizer (Pre-

mjth et al., 2024). The dataset is arranged in three
different lists training, development, and test set.
The training and development data sets are made
available when we register for the competition on
the Codalab and the test set was released when ten
days left for the run submission deadline.

Table 1: Sample data statistics in both training and test
data of Telugu language

Text Label Dataset lists # of records
Jagan meeda jaganke visvasam ledu anduke hate training 4000

Students tho adukovtam thappu non-hate
Gudivada king true leader non hate

Anna gurinchi chili excellent ga cheppindi — Testing 500
Arey budder khan nuvvu asalu —

Table 1 shows sample instances of both training
and testing data, the class feature or label, and the
record size in both lists. Telugu uses Arabic scripts
in addition to Latin but the table skipped the Arabic
text to sample due to Unicode issue.

3.2 Preprocessing
Preprocessing is the process of preparing raw data
for machine learning algorithms by cleaning, con-
verting, and organizing the data rendering it to the
machine. It is the vital stage that fills in the gaps
between raw data and useful insights because raw
data is rarely in an ideal state (Tonja et al., 2022).
During the data preparation phase of machine learn-
ing tasks, there are typical or standard activities
that we should use. The following are some among
others.

Importing dependency libraries:- There are
two libraries that we must always bring in. A li-
brary containing mathematical functions is called
NumPy and the library used to import and manage
the ‘CSV’ data sets is called Pandas.

Loading the data set:- In most cases, data sets
are offered in a csv format. Tabular data is stored
in plain text in a CSV file. In a file, every line
represents a data record. To read a local CSV file
as a data frame, the pandas library’s (read_csv)
function was utilized.

Handling Missing Data:- In real-world datasets,
handling missing data is a prevalent difficulty. Pre-
processing methods like imputation and the re-
moval of missing data or null values ensure that
the model is fed accurate and comprehensive data.
For a variety of reasons, data may be missing,
and it must be handled to prevent our machine-
learning model from performing worse (Tash et al.).
In addition, we used “raw[’category’].fillna(0, in-
place=True)” to handle empty strings of class label.
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Data Cleaning:- is finding and fixing inaccura-
cies or flaws in the data (Yigezu et al., 2023b). In
this regard, researchers explored the dataset listing
and applied all needed.
Handling Outliers:- Anomalies that drastically de-
part from the average might cause distortions in
learning. Preprocessing techniques such as trans-
formation or scaling lessen the negative effects of
outliers on model performance (Shahiki-Tash et al.,
2023).
Data Encoding:- Since machine learning algo-
rithms usually operate on numerical data, it is
necessary to properly encode our text inputs in
numerical equivalent (Yigezu et al., 2023a). To
do so we have specifically used the TF-IDF text
vectorization technique. It preserves the seman-
tics and instance positions in addition to con-
verting the provided text into a numeric repre-
sentation (Yigezu et al., 2023e). However, in
the case of converting ‘class label’, we used
the "to_numeric()" function as “raw[’category’] =
pd.to_numeric(raw[’category’], errors=’coerce’)".

3.3 Model Selection and Experimentation

The selected machine learnig model for this study
is random forest.This is because several decision
trees are combined in random forest, an ensemble
learning technique to produce predictions that are
more reliable and accurate. In a random forest, ev-
ery decision tree is trained using a random subset
of features and a random subset of the data (boot-
strap samples). The diversity among the individual
trees is increased and overfitting is lessened by this
randomization (Yigezu et al., 2023b). During pre-
diction, the ultimate result is established by combin-
ing all of the trees’ predictions, either by average
(for regression) or by majority voting (for classifica-
tion). The capacity to manage complicated datasets,
high-dimensional data, and non-linear interactions
is a well-known feature of random forests. They
are also frequently utilized in machine learning ap-
plications and are less prone to overfitting than a
single decision tree (Destaw et al., 2022).

Experimental setup:- This section discusses the
details of the developmental tool and the depen-
dency libraries we used. For this research, we used
Jupyter Notebook3 which is the Integrated Devel-
opment Environment(IDE) of Python. After the
tool setup was finished, we imported the four basic
dependency libraries known as pandas, TfidfVec-
torizer, RandomForest, Joblib. Among those, the

first three(pandas, TfidfVectorizer, RandomForest)
are found in the Sklearn module. At the usage
level, Pandas library is used to read CSV files from
the local drive to a Python-run environment, Tfid-
fVectorizer is for converting text data inputs into
a numerical representation, and RandomForest is
the principal algorithm to train the input data based
on the predefined class. Finally, joblib which is a
standalone module for saving the trained model for
later use.

4 Result and Discussion

The Random Forest algorithm-based model was
developed and classified the test dataset into two
classes as they are presented in training data.

Table 2: Class label test data overview of manually or by
annotator classified and machine or our model classified
classification distribution.

Class Manually classified Machine classified
Non-hate 250 375

Hate 250 125
Total 500 500

As we can see from Table 2, our model classified
125 instances of the class label "Hate" as a "Non-
hate" incorrectly. It also indicates that the model is
more biased toward the ’non-hate’ category. The
Figure 1 shows in more detail below.

Figure 1: The diagrammatical representation of how the
model classified the given test datasets.

According to the result published by the orga-
nizer, the model has also been evaluated in terms
of macro-F1 scores to assess its performance and
performed a 0.4921 macro-F1 score on the test
dataset.
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5 Conclusion

In this particular task, we have developed a model
to classify social media posts into two binary
classes hate and non-hate. The model has used the
Random Forest algorithm method. The numeric
features are extracted using TF-IDF techniques.
The newly developed model has been evaluated
with the new unseen test dataset and less performed
on a selected algorithm for Telugu language text
data.

6 Future work

Since social media posts that detect the posts of im-
proper speech are critical, the jobs ought to be trans-
ferred into other various languages. Furthermore,
by offering additional algorithms for the languages
utilized here and expanding the number of dataset
sizes, the performance of the suggested model in
this study should be enhanced.
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7 Limitation and Ethics Statement

Finding words outside of one’s lexicon or linguistic
occurrences that were not taken into consideration
during preprocessing are limitations. Code-mixing
can bring linguistic variances that the current lan-
guage processing algorithms may not be able to
handle well enough, which could result in incor-
rect classifications. Future studies could improve
the model’s performance and generalization capac-
ities by addressing these linguistic issues. Notably,
out of all the participating systems, our method
achieved the 24th rank in the shared job. Our
model performs well in classifying hate and of-
fensive comments in code-mixed text, even in the
face of competition from other participants and ob-
stacles in the competition. Furthermore, our work

obeyed the computational ethics2.
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